Malcolm Herndon And Clinton Quin Named Editor, Bus. Mgr. of RI

With the appointment of Malcolm Herndon as an office and Clinton Quin as business manager, the Rice Institute Magazine begins its second season. Dedicated towards giving the students of the Rice Institute family, and the general public articles of interest, EI faces a difficult task in the achievement of its goal.

After many weeks of trials and tribulations, EI is finally able to borrow strength over the campus and publish a magazine. Beginning in last week of December, the year, and continuing until the week after finals, every evening until after the last hour, EI faced itself a legally responsible student organization.

Encouraged by the ptotential of the student body, the magazine which is to be responsible for the publication of this magazine specifically named from among the applicants Mr. Herndon and Mr. Quin for the positions of Editors and Business Manager, and were chosen by their wise act. Advisors, in no way, are to be blamed for not publishing a magazine that would have been, perhaps, a more attractive, more easily understandable, and more neatly printed, the newly appointed editors are responsible for the coming out of a staff from among the students.

HEALTH SERVICE TO PROVIDE IMMUNIZATION

From March 13 to March 18 inclusive, there will be given for try, the tetanus, and poliomyelitis series of immunizations for students, faculty, and guests to the Rice Institute Health Service in front of Westwood. Students are asked to report to the health service between the hours of 2 and 5 P.M. and 7 to 9 P.M., and then return to the health service on the following day. All those desiring one or more of these immunizations are asked to report to the health service immediately. Those who will be given without charge, or a charge of $1, a student should take his initial of immunization card for typhoid and tetanus, and have a recent negativ reaction for typhoid, if he is not immunized. In the case of student reporting, there should be a copy of the student's student registration card present. However, the turn of the immunization days, there should be many little one's being immunized.

Houston Country Club To Be Scene Of Junior Prom

The Junior Prom which second part of the junior year is to take place March 28 at 8 to 1 at the Houston Country Club. The debut of the Junior Prom is scheduled to be held for the first time on the campus. For the last time the Junior Prom is scheduled to be held on the campus. The Junior Prom is scheduled to be held on the campus. The Junior Prom is scheduled to be held on the campus. The Junior Prom is scheduled to be held on the campus.

Pattilo Elected President of Rice Engineering Society
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The Sixty-Five Dollar Question

The time has passed when sixty-five dollars would maintain a single veteran in college and ninety dollars a married veteran. The last few weeks have been ones of registration on many campuses and from all over the country comes the same disheartening news—decreased enrollment, many veterans despite of out of school to take jobs.

Ten or twelve years ago a couple could have lived very well indeed on sixty-five dollars a month. Now with rent, food, and clothing prices soaring higher for the day it becomes impossible for the veteran who spent the last years of his life in the service of his country to support himself and perhaps a wife at anywhere near the level approaching the living standard to which he was accustomed while out of jobs. As a result many veterans are forced to sell their personal property to fill the gaps of a degree and immediately go out into the business world without a college education.

If American veterans are destined to leave college by the government for which they served, the people of the United States should insist that this state of affairs be something other than a token. Americans must not forget that the veteran is not just a veteran who helped their country.

Many veterans have been able to stay in school because they received additional financial aid from their families or other sources. If it is out of these veterans that we speak, we ask for the government to be forced to withdrawal from college to take a job. Those veterans who must forego all their dreams all because of the government for which they fought, will give them the chance to continue their education and continue their work.

It is said that a veteran has a right to expect that his government will help him and earn fairly. While no veteran should feel that veteran had no been called upon to speak of those veterans who will be forced to withdraw from school because they served, the people of the United States expect a better government for their veterans who need help, to help those veterans who helped their country.

The time has passed when sixty-five dollars would maintain a single veteran in college and ninety dollars a married veteran. If American veterans deserve to be staked through college to take a job, of those veterans who need help, to help those veterans who helped their country.

The Honorable System

At Rice the Honor Council constitutes a quiet moving, but very efficiently working body. It has helped establish a tradition of honesty, specifically in the case of exams. The trend of feeling among the students is one which condemns cheating rather than considering it. Such success is probably made possible by a small student body, for it is known that the system is almost completely ineffective in larger groups. The honor system can work only if each person accepts his responsibility as a citizen of the school. It also depends very greatly on the strength and integrity of the Honor Council in all its dealings. For these reasons, Rice can be proud of the success of the Honor System.—N.W.
Girls Intramurals

At 8:00 p.m. on Wednesday afternoon, the Rice women's tennis team began its first game in their first round of the Southwest Conference. The first match was played against the University of Arkansas in the opening round of the conference tournament.

Boys Intramurals

The championships of the American Basketball Association were held at the University of Nebraska. The Rice men's basketball team and the University of Texas were the two teams that made it to the final round of the conference tournament.

First Serenade Held

In Game Conditions

After a month's vacation, the football team has begun to practice again. The boys are joining the varsity and the team is expected to be ready for the upcoming season. The first two weeks of practice have been successful, with some wins and losses in their seven games against the other teams.

Girls Recreation Facilities

A dressing room with showers, lockers, and bathrooms is being arranged in the Recreation Center. The new facility will be open by summer 1949.
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The Rice Thresher

Spring Training Gives No Rest To Footballers
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He gave the world a new voice

Alexander Graham Bell was a teacher of the deaf. He was also a trained scientist who made it possible for millions of people to hear each other by telephone. The telephone brought something into the world that had not been there before. For the first time people were able to talk to each other even though separated by hundreds of miles. His invention revolutionized communication, making it possible for people to connect with each other instantly, no matter how far apart they were.

The telephone is a testament to the power of innovation. It allowed people to communicate in ways that were previously impossible, opening up new possibilities for education, commerce, and entertainment. Today, the bell telephone system is still in use, providing essential services to millions of people around the world. It is a reminder of the importance of perseverance and the value of pursuing ideas that have the power to change the world.